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This document describes a new, integrated approach to voice and data communications for the 
Manufacturing industry that provides technological leading-edge capabilities on the floor and in the office. 



Putting it all together 
 

The manufacturing industry faces challenges by customers, suppliers and competitors to produce 

and deliver goods faster and cheaper than ever before. To address these pressures to improve 

productivity, reduce costs, and grow revenues, manufacturing executives have been investing in 

mobile communications solutions that are more directly mapped to their business processes and 

work flows. 

Whether it's plant managers getting status reports, supervisors assigning work orders, or 

inventory control personnel coordinating the receipt of goods - access to real-time 

communications to make informed business decisions is essential to staying on schedule and 

under budget. KG Comm-powered PTT offers a powerful PTT application that can be integrated 

with productivity applications and business processes due to its support for the latest mobile 

broadband networks. 

Lean Manufacturing, Meet Instant Communication 

KG Comm-powered PTT helps manufacturing firms stay lean by increasing their agility and 

efficiency across an organization through a comprehensive mobile solution that provides 

enhanced instant communications functionality and LMR interoperability - requiring just one 

device for both PTT and access to mobile broadband data. KG Comm-powered PTT enables all 

areas of the manufacturing industry-production managers, machine operators, maintenance 

technicians, and executives- to communicate instantly with a single PTT device that 

interoperates with LMR. KG Comm-powered PTT runs on not only mobile handsets but also a 

Windows PC so that all functions of a manufacturing operation are able to seamlessly 

communicate and in real time, using the same communications infrastructure. 

Maximizing Productivity 

The ability to effectively manage production of goods and resources is a critical role that spans 

all manufacturing functions. Coordinating manufacturing requests across a variety of tethered 

and mobile workers requires the ability to seamlessly communicate about task planning, work 

orders, production status, inventory, and quality control. KG Comm-powered PTT works across 

the latest cellular networks (including 4G LTE, 4G HSPA+, and 3G) and Wi-Fi - ensuring 

coverage and real-time connectivity in both industrial manufacturing settings and outdoor work 

environments. KG Comm-powered PTT also provides a Web-based corporate administration 

tool that enables on-the-fly creation or update of contacts and talk groups, synched to devices 

wirelessly and in real time. 
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Having the ability to seamlessly communicate across the manufacturing floor to 
communicate work orders, status updates, and production analytics is a major 
challenge for machine operators, assemblers and material handlers — especially 
under extreme noise conditions. 

KG Comm PTT supports a broad range of mobile accessories designed for loud, 
industrial environments, including hands-free, noise canceling, and enhanced 
audio headsets, earpieces, and remote speaker microphones. 

 

Efficient receipt of materials and shipment of finished goods are essential for 
managing costs and growing revenues. 

Being able to seamlessly communicate throughout the supply chain requires 
immediate access to contacts and talk groups to help identify and resolve 
issues quickly. KG Comm-powered PTT provides a centrally administered 
address book that supports up to 1,300 contacts and 130 groups, with up to 
250 members per group. 

 

Maximizing work force productivity is essential for plant managers, 
supervisors, and foremen who oversee the manufacturing floor. 

Being able to communicate in real time regarding project planning, task 
assignment and production status can help reduce down time and increase 
production. KG Comm-powered PTT offers supervisory override, which gives 
talk priority to plant managers and manufacturing foremen, which is essential 
for business-critical decision making and managing emergency situations. 
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In many organizations, plants and assets are highly distributed but mobile 
access to maintenance data has historically been difficult. 

Maintenance and service delays can occur when the technician lacks efficient 
mobile communication tools to request parts from the warehouse, enter 
service requests, or locate relevant technical support information. With KG 
Comm-powered PTT, service personnel and technicians can seamlessly 
communicate to report, diagnose, and service equipment that may need repair 
- using just one device that operates across an extensive modern cellular 
network (including 4G LTE, 4G HSPA+, and 3G), and Wi-Fi. 

 

Manufacturing executives require efficient communications to ensure overall 
workforce optimization, safety, and productivity. 

With KG Comm-powered PTT, manufacturing executives can easily leverage a 
single smartphone that provides PTT functionality and interoperates with 
two-way radios to access real-time information and business applications as 
well as seamless communications with employees at all levels and in different 
plant locations. 

 



 

 

KG Comm-powered PTT for Every Role 


